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150 Best Interior Design Ideas

Filled with elaborate full-color photography and detailed floor
plans, 150 Best Interior Design Ideas aims to provide homeowners and designers with an inspirational collection of some
of the most beautiful interior designs from around the world.
Each of the 150 interiors featured in the book offers an inside
look into the various aspects of interior design, from decorating ideas to inspirational tips. These interiors illustrate how to
employ simple techniques to design a beautiful home that not
only fits your needs and lifestyle but also results in a greatly
efficient and aesthetic design.
Inside, you’ll discover unique interior designs that draw on
various influences, from a Back Bay townhouse to a Paris
apartment, from a La Jolla beach cottage to Auburn villas.
Whether you’re looking to redo a room or redecorate your
entire house, this in-depth visual resource offers an extensive
showcase of interiors crafted by renowned designers and provides a wealth of ideas on how to design your best home.

Front-of-jacket photograph © Simon Williams
Back-of-jacket photograph © Alain Brugier
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Les Ensembliers
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
© André Rider

Les Ensembliers designed a three-floor, 6,000-square-foot
residence that unites three adjoining apartments in a historic
former sugar refinery. The architects and designers successfully
tackled the challenge of rethinking the original dimensions and
use of the industrial building. In joining three separate units,
each on a different floor, Les Ensembliers envisioned a coherent
new space with a complex personality.
The basic character of each of the zones was defined by a
particular treatment of the space, in terms of the design of
volumes, the use of materials, and the selection of furniture.
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The architectural detailing facilitated
the creation of distinctive areas.
Paradoxically, the particularities of
these different areas were no obstacle
to a fluid circulation that connects,
cozy retreats with spaces designed for
exuberant sociability.
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Secondary entrance L. Den
Office
M. Dining area
Walk-in closet
N. Kitchen
Master bedroom
O. Powder room
Master bathroom
P. Pantry
Entry hall
Q. Main terrace
Nursery
R. Second terrace
Bedroom/office
S. Living room/library
Living room
T. Guest bathroom
Laundry room
U. Guest room
Children’s bathroom

For the reconfiguration and unification
of the three units, the designers opted
for two bold architectural statements,
one vertical and the other horizontal.
The first is a central opening, which
creates an atrium linking all three floors.
The second is an axis in the form of a
bridge and a raised floor linking two
staircases.

Third floor plan
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051
The straight-edged
furnishings, the faceted coffee
tables, the broken lines of the
carpet, the bold colors, and
the reflective finishes come
together to create vibrant
atmosphere.

052
The interior spaces were built
as an interplay of contrasts
between raw industrial
character and a taste for luxury
and urban comfort. Everything
was designed to highlight the
impressive volumes of these
old industrial spaces.
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053
Visual connections between
rooms induce a sense of
spaciousness. Circulation
elements, such as staircases
and corridors, can contribute
to this effect when they are
placed to create visual axes.

The two low wood walls, framing the
stairs toward a lower floor, form a
channel indicating the entrance to an
intimate haven.
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The dining room finds its expression
through its stunning central steel
fireplace, high ceiling, large oval table,
generous windows, and lighting fixtures
consisting of small bulbs hanging in a
cubic frame made of metal rods.

148 Redpath

054
Mirrors and highly polished
surfaces alter the perception
of a space, making it look
larger than it actually is. They
can also increase the quantity
and quality of a room’s light
sources.
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055
The kitchen responds to a
design approach that focuses
on efficient workflow: the
different tasks are organized
around three minimalist islands,
while all the storage and the
appliances are concealed
behind highly reflective, fullheight cabinet fronts.
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056
Nowadays, a well-planned
open kitchen is often the true
meeting point of a home. A
very spacious kitchen can
accommodate multiple islands
to serve various functions:
for instance, for food
preparation, cooking, and for
serving informal meals.
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057
A bathroom mirror can do
more than just show one’s
reflection. Interesting shapes,
sizes, and designs can provide
a bathroom with character
and create a startling focal
point.

058
Everything speaks to the
embracing comforts of a home:
from warm colors and surfaces
that are a delight to the touch
to the carefully selected
furnishings and finishes, such
as turquoise silk surfaces,
velvet upholstery, and even
penny-covered walls!
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The master bedroom on the lower
floor expresses luxurious comfort, with
nods to the Asian aesthetics and urban
chic seen in the selection of materials,
finishes, and decorative elements. For
instance, the veins in the fireplace’s
Verona marble inspired the choice of
the Japanese painting over the bed.

154 Redpath

In the master bathroom, metallic silk
curtains provide a flexible separation
from the adjacent bedroom. The
transparent acrylic legs of the vanity
echo the openness and fluidity of the
spaces on the upper floors.
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738 Broadway

Andres Escobar/Escobar
Design by Lemay
Manhattan, New York,
United States
© Robert Lowell

The Broadway McKenna Building, originally a Greenwich
Village industrial warehouse, was extensively remodeled
to accommodate modern apartments adapted to the
neighborhood’s new upbeat lifestyle. At the same time, the
design concept allows the McKenna Building to proudly remind
us of its industrial origin.
Wide-open areas, high ceilings, large windows, and light
tones gracefully combine to accentuate the remarkable
spatial qualities of the living areas. An Italian Calacatta marble
fireplace is the focal point in a design scheme that is a fine
balance between opulence and sobriety.
738 Broadway 183
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Entry hall
I. Elevator
Laundry room
J. Closet
Bathroom
K. ADA Bathroom
Bedroom
compliant
Master bedroom
L. Roof terrace
Master bathroom
M. Elevator bulkhead
Kitchen
N. Skylight
Living/dining room

Roof terrace plan
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The building includes two 2,400square-foot and one 3,200-square-foot
lofts spread out on its two first floors.
It is topped with a 2,400-square-foot
penthouse featuring a 900-square-foot
private terrace.
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066
The seventeen-foot-long
fireplace is emphasized by
concealing its top into the
dropped ceiling and cove
lighting. This design detail
wraps the fireplace, creating
a strong sense of height and
vertical continuity.

186 738 Broadway

The kitchen is equipped with Miele
and Sub-Zero appliances concealed
within quality custom-designed Italian
cabinets. The white island ties in with
the white walls and ceiling.
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067
Cove lighting is a form of
indirect illumination suitable
for ambient lighting. The light
is directed toward the ceiling
and reflected back to the
room to achieve an evenly lit
space. Additional task-light
sources may be required.

188 738 Broadway

The master bathroom, clad in Calacatta
marble and textured Porcelanosa
"Cubica" floor tiles, feature an overflow
bathtub, cove lighting complemented
with recessed can lights, and a mirror TV.

738 Broadway 189
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